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I. Terms and Conditions of Supply
1    General

Our Terms and Conditions of Supply apply only to transactions with business entities (as per 14 of the German 1. 

amend our Terms and Conditions of Supply are not recognised, even if these are not expressly repudiated despite 
our being aware of them and/or supplies are made without reservation.
These Terms and Conditions of Supply apply to all present and future business relationships. Previous, differently 2. 

A business entity – hereinafter referred to as a Customer – within the meaning of these Terms and Conditions of 3. 
Supply is a natural person or legal entity or partnership with legal personality which enters into a legal transaction in 
the exercise of its trade, business or independent professional activities (14 of the German Civil Code [BGB]).
The Customer = purchaser and user of quality-assured products undertakes to ensure that neutral testing 4. 
institutions charged with supervising quality are at all times able to gain access to the place of installation of the 
said products and shall permit their quality to be inspected. Such inspection constitutes part of the guaranteed 
quality assurance procedure and is undertaken at no charge to the purchaser or user.

5. 
International Commercial Terms (INCOTERMS) as amended in 2000.

2    Offer and Entry into Contract
Our offers are without engagement. Insofar as is reasonable, we reserve the right to make technical changes as 1. 

In placing an order, the customer declares a binding intent to purchase the goods ordered.  2. 

Documents such as e.g. samples, brochures, catalogues, illustrations, drawings or weight and dimensional 

agreements or assurances must be recorded in writing. In the case of products which are supplied specially to 

design and form changes during the delivery period, provided that the subject of supply and its function and 
appearance are not fundamentally altered. There will be no resulting change in price. Part deliveries are permissible.
In respect of cost estimates, drawings and similar documents, the Supplier reserves ownership and copyright. This 3. 

to these documents without our express prior approval.
3    Prices and Terms of Payment

Prices apply “ex works” plus value added tax as required by law; this tax will be shown separately on the invoice at 1. 
the legal rate applicable on the date of invoicing. Prices are inclusive of packing, except in the case of petty items 
and spares. Should the Customer request the goods to be shipped, the transport costs will be charged in addition.
Expenses incurred as a result of changes to the nature or scope of the delivery requested by the Customer 2. 

conditions and requirements will likewise be invoiced separately from the purchase price offered.
Should increases occur in the price of materials after the offer has been submitted or should taxes or levies be 3. 
increased, the Supplier shall be entitled to adjust its prices accordingly.
Installation costs will be charged separately.4. 
Discounts may be deducted only by special written agreement.5. 
Unless otherwise agreed, the purchase price shall be due for payment without deduction within 10 days of the date 6. 
of invoice. In other respects the legal regulations governing payment default shall apply.
The Customer shall have the right to make setoff only if the counterclaims are legally enforceable, undisputed or 7. 
recognised by us.
The Customer may only exercise rights of retention provided that the counterclaim is based on the same 8. 
contractual relationship.
Money orders, cheques or bills of exchange will be accepted only by special agreement and only on account of 9. 
payment and not in lieu of payment. The costs of bills of exchange, discounting and encashment shall be borne by 
the customer.
Irrespective of any period allowed for payment and of the term of received and credited bills of exchange, our 10. 
claims shall become payable immediately if the terms of payment are not complied with and/or we become aware 
of circumstances likely to diminish the creditworthiness of the Customer. Without prejudice to any more extensive 
legal rights, we shall be also entitled to render any supplies and/or services then outstanding against payment in 
advance or provision of security. Moreover, we may forbid the resale or processing of the supplied goods and 
demand that the goods be returned at the Customer’s expense or ourselves take possession of the same, whereby 
the Customer shall have no right of retention or similar right. We are further entitled to realise the reclaimed goods 
by private sale to offset our outstanding claims.

4    Transfer of Risk
Deliveries are made “ex works”.1. 
The risk of accidental loss or deterioration of the goods purchased passes to the Customer upon hand-over or in 2. 
the case of sale to destination according to buyer’s instructions, upon surrender of the goods to the shipper.
Should the Customer be in default of acceptance, the risk of accidental loss or deterioration of the goods 3. 
purchased shall pass to the Customer from the date on which the goods are ready for shipment onwards. Any 
storage costs incurred must be borne by the Customer.
The above Figures 1 – 4 likewise apply to part deliveries.4. 
In the case of delivery carriage paid, the means of conveyance must be unloaded immediately by the Customer. 5. 
Waiting times will always be at the Customer’s expense. In the case of delivery free on site, the agreed price shall 
always be regarded as free on truck on a passable roadway at ground level. Unloading including transportation to 
the place of use or storage is the responsibility of the Customer who in the event of default must bear the cost and 
risk of unloading and/or stacking and/or storage and/or return transport.
The recipient acting on behalf of the Customer at the place of unloading shall be regarded as authorised to accept 6. 
the load with binding effect.
In the case of deliveries including glass components, glass breakage claims will be recognised only if the Supplier is 7. 
liable to make compensation and the Customer or the party accepting the goods on behalf of the Customer 
immediately enters a glass defect claim on the delivery note. Defects which are the subject of a Customer 

goods or services.
5    Period of Delivery
1. 

ment) to the date of availability or completion. The 
timely execution of orders will among other conditions be subject to the Customer’s obligations arising from the 

obligation until such time as they are expressly agreed in writing to be binding. Delays in supply and performance 
as a result of force majeure or as a result of events which materially impede or prevent the Supplier from making 

the Supplier – will entitle the Supplier to postpone the supply or performance for the duration of the impediment 

part thereof.
The Customer may not set an additional time limit for the supp2. 
deadline has been exceeded by more than three weeks. This additional time limit must be reasonable and must 
amount to a minimum of three weeks. Should this additional period expire without result, the Customer may 
withdraw from the contract. Claims for compensation are excluded. This shall not however apply in the event of 
wilful intent or gross negligence, provided that the default arises from a material breach of obligation, nor in the 
event of negligent injury to life or limb or the impairment of a person‘s health including their death, nor to claims 

6    Reservation of Title
The goods supplied remain the property of the Supplier until all claims and entitlements, irrespective of the legal 1. 

serves as security for the balance due to the Supplier.
The Customer is entitled to resell goods supplied subject to the reservation of title by way of due and proper 2. 
business transactions until such time as this entitlement be countermanded and provided that the Customer is not 
in default of any payments due to us. This shall not affect our authority to ourselves collect the claims receivable. 
However it is not permissible to pledge such goods nor assign them as security either in whole or in part without 
the express written 
The Customer here and now assigns all claims arising from the resale of the reserved goods in full to the Supplier 3. 
until such time as all claims due to the Supplier have been paid. The Supplier accepts the assignment. Should the 
Customer include the claim accruing from the resale of reserved goods within an open account relationship with the 
purchaser, the Customer hereby assigns the open account claim in full to the Supplier. The Supplier hereby accepts 
this assignment likewise. When the account is balanced, the open account claim shall be replaced by the 

In the event that the reserved goods are installed in a building, the provisions contained in the preceding paragraph 
regarding the assignment of claims arising from the Customer’s contract with the purchaser shall apply 
correspondingly. At our request the Customer shall be obliged to notify the purchaser immediately of the 
assignment and to provide us with the requisite information and documents to integrate the purchaser.
The processing, transformation or installation of goods which are supplied subject to the reservation of title are 4. 
undertaken and safeguarded by the Customer free of charge on behalf of the Supplier. Should the reserved goods 
be combined or processed with other items which are not the property of the Supplier, the Supplier shall acquire 
joint ownership of the new product in the ratio of the value of the reserved goods to that of the combined / 
processed product at the time of combination / processing. Insofar as the Customer shall have any claim against 
insurers or other third parties as a result of damage, diminishment, loss or destruction of the reserved goods or for 
any other reason, these are likewise assigned to us in advance together with all subsidiary rights. Rights ensuing 

such time as we are released from all liabilities including contingent liabilities which we may have entered into in the 
interests of the Customer. Should the value of the securities exceed the secured claims on a sustained basis by 
more than 20%, at the request of the Customer we are obliged to release securities at our choice. We are entitled 
at any time to enter upon the business and works premises of the Customer to ascertain the existence of reserved 
goods.

5. 
water damage and theft.
The Customer is further obliged to inform the Supplier forthwith of all enforcement measures affecting items subject 6. 
to the reservation of title and to furnish the Supplier with copies of the attachment orders and records. Furthermore, 
the Customer must take all steps to avert the enforcement action.
In the event that the Customer is in breach of contract, and in particular in default of payment, we are entitled to 7. 
withdraw from the contract and take back the reserved goods. For the purpose of recovering the goods, the 
Customer grants us irrevocable permission to enter without hindrance upon the Customer‘s business and storage 
premises and remove the goods.

7    Defect claims
The Customer shall be entitled to claim for defects only if the Customer‘s duties to inspect and report pursuant to 1. 
 
Supplier in writing specifying nature and scope. In the event that complaints are not reported in due time and/or in 
due form, the goods shall be regarded as accepted.

The Supplier shall have the choice of making good either by eliminating the defect or by supplying a replacement.2. 
3. 

by the manufacturer do not constitute contractual statements as to the nature of the goods.
The Supplier shall be liable in accordance with the provisions of the law in respect of compensation claims asserted 4. 
by the Customer on grounds of wilful intent or gross negligence or of wilful intent or gross negligence on the part of 
a representative or vicarious agent of the Supplier. Insofar as no blame attaches to the Supplier for a wilful or 
grossly negligent breach of duty, liability for compensation shall be limited to the typically occurring loss or damage. 
This shall not however apply to any negligent injury to life or limb or impairment of a person‘s health including their 
death, nor to mandatory liability under the German Product Liability Act [Produkthaftungsgesetz].
The Customer’s guarantee that the Hörmann garage door will function reliably extends for a period of 10 years from 5. 
the date of purchase. Springs, wire ropes, rollers, hinges and reversing rollers for garage doors under normal 
conditions of use with max. 5 door operations (open / closed) per day are guaranteed for a period of 5 years from 
date of purchase. Replacement supplies are guaranteed for a period of 6 months, however for no less than the 
period of guarantee currently in force. The guarantee entitlement applies only for the country in which the Hörmann 

The guarantee covers claims relating to the goods which are the subject of the contract only. The fully completed 
guarantee card with proof of purchase inc. date constitutes proof of entitlement to the guarantee. For the duration 
of the guarantee, we will eliminate all defects in the Hörmann product which are demonstrably attributable to a 
material or manufacturing fault. Alternatively, we undertake at our choice to replace the defective goods free of 
charge with goods which are without defect. We do not accept removal, installation or shipping costs. Components 
which have been replaced shall become our property. Claims resulting from the following are excluded: Normal 
wear and tear, improper installation and failure to carry out care and maintenance, improper commissioning and 

environmental effects, mechanical damage due to improper transport and installation, primers and other surface 

use of non-original parts without the approval of the manufacturer or the removal or obliteration of the product 
number.
The period of limitation for defect claims on the part of the Customer which are not subject to the time limit 6. 

438, Para. 1, No. 2 of the German Civil Code [BGB] shall be one year from delivery of the goods, 
provided that the Customer‘s duty to report defects as per Figure 1 shall have been complied with in a due and 
proper manner. The period of limitation for compensation claims shall be one year, subject to the provisions of 
438, Para. 1, No. 2 and 479 of the German Civil Code [BGB].
The Supplier gives no guarantees in the legal sense to the Customer. This does not affect the manufacturer‘s 7. 
guarantees.
Any more extensive contractual or tortious liability claims by the Customer are excluded. We therefore in particular 8. 

loss suffered by the Customer.
The Customer is not entitled to assign claims for material defects.9. 
Normal wear and tear, for example to wear parts such as springs, does not constitute a material defect.10. 
Entry into negotiations over reported defects does not constitute a waiver on our part of the defence that the defect 11. 
was not reported in good time and/or in an adequate manner. Parties charged with the inspection of defects are 
not entitled to acknowledge defects in any manner contrary to our interests.

8    Limitations on Liability
In the event of other compensation claims, in the case of a breach of duty constituting minor negligence the 1. 
Supplier will be liable only for the typically occurring loss or damage dependent on the type of goods purchased. 
This likewise applies in the case of a breach of duty constituting minor negligence by the lawful representatives or 
vicarious agents of the Supplier. Liability on the part of the Supplier for minor negligence in breaching non-essential 
contractual duties is excluded.
Liability for negligent injury to life or limb or the impairment of a person‘s health including their death remains 2. 
unaffected, as does mandatory liability under the German Product Liability Act [Produkthaftungsgesetz].
In the event of the breach of a precontractual duty or of an impediment to performance which existed prior to entry 3. 
into contract (311, Para. 2, 311 a of the German Civil Code [BGB]), our duty to make compensation will be 
limited to the loss incurred by relying on our declaration.

9    Limitation in Time
1. 

goods, subject to 438, Para. 1, No. 2 – Products for constructional use 5 years - and 479 – Recourse claims 
– of the German Civil Code [BGB]). Accordingly, the right to withdraw and claim a reduction in the purchase price 
pursuant to the provisions of the law is excluded.

2. 
months; the period will however extend as a minimum until the expiry of the initial guarantee.
For claims arising from the German Product Liability Act [ProdHaftG], in cases of gross negligence, wilful or 3. 
fraudulent intent, also in the case of injury to life or limb or the impairment of a person‘s health including their death 
and where a guarantee has been given, the period of limitation prescribed by law shall apply.

10  Concluding Provisions
The law of the Federal Republic of Germany shall apply. The terms of the UN Convention on the International Sale 1. 
of Goods shall not be applicable.

2. 

The Supplier reserves the right at its choice to bring suit before the courts at the Customer‘s place of business. 3. 
Otherwise, the exclusive place of jurisdiction for both parties shall be Bielefeld.

e the principal place of business of the respective 4. 
supplying plant or delivery warehouse. For the payment obligations incumbent on the Customer, the place of 

In the case of written documents, the German version is binding.5. 
Insofar as individual terms of the contract including these Terms and Conditions of Supply should be or become 6. 
ineffective either in whole or in part, this shall not affect the validity of the remaining provisions. A provision which is 
wholly or partly ineffective shall be replaced with such provision as most closely approaches the economic effect of 
the ineffective term.

II. Installation Conditions
Should the Supplier in addition to supplying the goods purchased also or exclusively undertake installation and similar 
works, the following Installation Conditions will apply in conjunction with the Terms and Conditions of Supply:

1   Preconditions for Installation
Should parts of the delivery show evident signs of damage or should the delivery be incomplete, the Customer 1. 
must notify the Supplier no later than one working day following delivery of the purchased goods in order that 
remedial action may where possible be taken prior to the arrival of the installation team. Should the Customer 

e), additional installation costs occasioned as a result 
thereof will be billed separately.
The parts delivered must be stored dry and protected from the effects of weather and damage by third parties.2. 
To carry out the installation, one or more specialist installation staff will be made available by the Supplier according 3. 

no reciprocal cost.
Our services do not include: Unloading from freight cars or trucks, transportation of all components to the place of 4. 
installation, all glazing works not included in the extent of our supply, sealing between components and building 
structure, groundwork, masonry and concrete works including the grouting of anchor holes and casings, or the 

electrically operated gates, doors and windows do we undertake the electrical installation work.
Standard tools are provided by the Supplier.5. 

6. 
Any required anchor recesses must be prepared in accordance with the drawings prior to the commencement of 
installation works, so that the installation team can begin the installation immediately following their arrival on site. 
Waiting times resulting from delays in preparing the anchor recesses or other causes for which the Supplier is not 
responsible will be billed separately. The Customer is obliged to specify one or more reference lines (masks) per 

made available by the Customer for the installation team, in which to store tools and small parts. The Customer 
must also provide electric power for tools and if necessary also for lighting, as well as the requisite auxiliary 
materials to secure the installed elements until the anchors are set.
The Customer must ensure that installation can proceed on the agreed date, and in particular that all necessary 7. 

to the agreed date, the Customer must advise the Supplier in writing as to whether installation can proceed on the 
agreed date.
The Customer must inform the installation personnel of any safety regulations which may exist, with particular 8. 
reference to welding work, no smoking areas, safety clothing, etc.. Should the Customer negligently fail to comply 
with this obligation (including minor negligence) and should any loss or damage occur as a result, the Customer 
must indemnify the Supplier against liability for compensation.
Electric power must be made available by the Customer for tools and if necessary for lighting. Should a lockable 9. 
room be required by the installation team in which to keep tools and small parts, the Customer must be advised in 
advance and a suitable room must be made available by the Customer.
Should the structure to be erected be equipped with an electric drive system, the requisite electrical installation and 10. 
the connection and adjustment of the equipment must be carried out by the Customer.
After installation the following should be noted by the Customer: The installed gates, doors, casing and windows 11. 
must not be released for use until at the earliest 2 days after the anchor holes have been grouted in.

2    Works Carried Out at an Hourly Rate
on the basis of cost incurred, the works will be 1. 

charged at an hourly rate plus travelling costs, freight, provision of equipment, etc.. The installation guide prices 
listed by the Supplier will apply as from time to time amended.
Accounts must be settled and paid following receipt of invoice in accordance with 3 of the Terms and Conditions 2. 
of Supply.

3    Acceptance
Upon completion of the installation works, the Customer is entitled and obliged to accept the same by way of a 1. 
written installation report.
The works will be considered to have been accepted if the Customer fails to carry out acceptance within a 2. 
reasonable period designated by the Supplier, despite being obliged to do so.
From the time of acceptance onwards, insofar as the Customer does not at this time reserve corresponding rights, 3. 
there shall be no further claim against the Supplier pursuant to 634, No.. 1 - No. 3 of the German Civil Code 
[BGB] in respect of known defects.

4    Limitation in Time
Defect claims on the part of the Customer arising from the installation will be limited in time to one year from 1. 
acceptance. The limitation period as per 634 a, Para. 1, No. 2 of the German Civil Code [BGB] remains 
unaffected
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A Hörmann Austria 
Ges. mbH
A-5310 Mondsee
info@hoermann.at

B Hörmann Belgium  
NV/SA
B-3700 Tongeren
info@hormann.be

BG Hörmann Bulgaria 
EOOD

info.sof@hoermann.bg

BR Hörmann Brasil Portas 
Ltda
BR - Sao Paulo SP
CEP 04547-004
info.sao@hormann.com

CH Hörmann Schweiz AG
CH-4702 Oensingen
info@hoermann.ch

CN Hörmann Beijing  
Door Production Co. 
Ltd.
100176 Beijing,  
P.R. China
info@hoermann.cn

CZ Hörmann Česká 
republika s.r.o.
CZ-252 68
info@hormann.cz

DK Hörmann Danmark AS
DK-8920 Randers
info@hoermann.dk

E Hörmann España, S.A.
E-08228 Terrassa
info@hormann.es

EST Hörmann Eesti Oü
EST-76505 Saue
info.ee@hoermann.com

F Hörmann France SAS
F-95500 Gonesse
info@hormann.fr

GB Hörmann UK Ltd.
GB-Leicestershire
LE67 4JW
info@hormann.co.uk

GR Hörmann Hellas Ltd.
GR-19400 Koropi
info@hormann.gr

H Hörmann Hungária 
Kft.
H-2310  
Szigetszentmiklós
info@hormann.hu

HK Hörmann (Hong Kong) 
Ltd.
North Point,
Hong Kong
info@hoermann.com.hk

HR Hörmann Hrvatska 
d.o.o.
HR-10000 Zagreb
info@hormann.hr

I Hörmann Italia S.r.l.
I-38015 Lavis (Trento)
info@hormann.it

IND Hörmann India Pvt. 
Ltd.
Andheri (W)
IN-Mumbai 400 053
info@hormann.in

KZ Hörmann Kazakhstan
KZ-05000 4 Almaty
a.ljubimov@hormann.kz

LT Hörmann Lietuva UAB
LT-02244, Vilnius
info@hormann.lt

N Hörmann A/S Norge
N-4640 Søgne
info@hoermann.no

NL Hörmann Nederland 
BV
NL-3771 MB Barneveld
info@hormann.nl

PP Hörmann Portugal, 
Lda.
P-2710 - 297 Sintra
info@hormann.pt

PL Hörmann Polska  
sp.z.o.o.
PL-62-052 Komorniki
info@hormann.pl

RO Hörmann Romania 
S.R.L.
RO-77042 Chiajna, Ilfov
info@hormann.ro

RUS Hörmann Russia OOO
RUS-196626
Sankt Petersburg
info@hormann.com.ru

S Hörmann Svenska AB
S-70369 Örebro
info@hoermann.se

SK Hörmann Slovenska 
republica s.r.o.
SK-821 04 Bratislava
info.bts@hoermann.com

SRB Hörmann Serbia d.o.o.
SRB-11271  
Beograd-Surcin
b.simovic@hormann.rs

TR Hörmann Yapi 
Elemanlari Tic Ltd. Sti.
A34788 Tasdelen-
Ümraniye,
TR-Istanbul
info.ist@hoermann.com

UA Hörmann Ukraine TOV
UA-04176 Kiev
info@hoermann.com.ua

UAE Hörmann Middle East 
FZE
UAE-Dubai
info.dxb@hormann.com

USA Hörmann LLC
USA-60538 
Montgomery, Illinois
info@hormann.us

USA Hörmann Flexon LLC
USA-15056 Leetsdale, 
PA
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www.hoermann.com
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ThermoPro Plus entrance doors From page

TPS Plus
TPS Plus product description and technical presentation 14 - 18
TPS Plus entrance doors 19 
Accessories for TPS Plus entrance doors 20 - 23
Side elements and transom lights 24
Overview of glass for side elements 25

Steel security doors From page
KSI Thermo 26

Steel multi purpose doors From page
MZ Thermo 27
Accessories for MZ Thermo 28

For further information on ThermoPro  
and ThermoPro Plus entrance doors  
see our brochure.

ThermoPro Entrance Doors
 With a flush-fitting door leaf and high thermal insulation

 ThermoPro Plus with door leaf thickness of 65 mm
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I. Terms and Conditions of Supply
1    General

Our Terms and Conditions of Supply apply only to transactions with business entities (as per 14 of the German 1. 

amend our Terms and Conditions of Supply are not recognised, even if these are not expressly repudiated despite 
our being aware of them and/or supplies are made without reservation.
These Terms and Conditions of Supply apply to all present and future business relationships. Previous, differently 2. 

A business entity – hereinafter referred to as a Customer – within the meaning of these Terms and Conditions of 3. 
Supply is a natural person or legal entity or partnership with legal personality which enters into a legal transaction in 
the exercise of its trade, business or independent professional activities (14 of the German Civil Code [BGB]).
The Customer = purchaser and user of quality-assured products undertakes to ensure that neutral testing 4. 
institutions charged with supervising quality are at all times able to gain access to the place of installation of the 
said products and shall permit their quality to be inspected. Such inspection constitutes part of the guaranteed 
quality assurance procedure and is undertaken at no charge to the purchaser or user.

5. 
International Commercial Terms (INCOTERMS) as amended in 2000.

2    Offer and Entry into Contract
Our offers are without engagement. Insofar as is reasonable, we reserve the right to make technical changes as 1. 

In placing an order, the customer declares a binding intent to purchase the goods ordered.  2. 

Documents such as e.g. samples, brochures, catalogues, illustrations, drawings or weight and dimensional 

agreements or assurances must be recorded in writing. In the case of products which are supplied specially to 

design and form changes during the delivery period, provided that the subject of supply and its function and 
appearance are not fundamentally altered. There will be no resulting change in price. Part deliveries are permissible.
In respect of cost estimates, drawings and similar documents, the Supplier reserves ownership and copyright. This 3. 

to these documents without our express prior approval.
3    Prices and Terms of Payment

Prices apply “ex works” plus value added tax as required by law; this tax will be shown separately on the invoice at 1. 
the legal rate applicable on the date of invoicing. Prices are inclusive of packing, except in the case of petty items 
and spares. Should the Customer request the goods to be shipped, the transport costs will be charged in addition.
Expenses incurred as a result of changes to the nature or scope of the delivery requested by the Customer 2. 

conditions and requirements will likewise be invoiced separately from the purchase price offered.
Should increases occur in the price of materials after the offer has been submitted or should taxes or levies be 3. 
increased, the Supplier shall be entitled to adjust its prices accordingly.
Installation costs will be charged separately.4. 
Discounts may be deducted only by special written agreement.5. 
Unless otherwise agreed, the purchase price shall be due for payment without deduction within 10 days of the date 6. 
of invoice. In other respects the legal regulations governing payment default shall apply.
The Customer shall have the right to make setoff only if the counterclaims are legally enforceable, undisputed or 7. 
recognised by us.
The Customer may only exercise rights of retention provided that the counterclaim is based on the same 8. 
contractual relationship.
Money orders, cheques or bills of exchange will be accepted only by special agreement and only on account of 9. 
payment and not in lieu of payment. The costs of bills of exchange, discounting and encashment shall be borne by 
the customer.
Irrespective of any period allowed for payment and of the term of received and credited bills of exchange, our 10. 
claims shall become payable immediately if the terms of payment are not complied with and/or we become aware 
of circumstances likely to diminish the creditworthiness of the Customer. Without prejudice to any more extensive 
legal rights, we shall be also entitled to render any supplies and/or services then outstanding against payment in 
advance or provision of security. Moreover, we may forbid the resale or processing of the supplied goods and 
demand that the goods be returned at the Customer’s expense or ourselves take possession of the same, whereby 
the Customer shall have no right of retention or similar right. We are further entitled to realise the reclaimed goods 
by private sale to offset our outstanding claims.

4    Transfer of Risk
Deliveries are made “ex works”.1. 
The risk of accidental loss or deterioration of the goods purchased passes to the Customer upon hand-over or in 2. 
the case of sale to destination according to buyer’s instructions, upon surrender of the goods to the shipper.
Should the Customer be in default of acceptance, the risk of accidental loss or deterioration of the goods 3. 
purchased shall pass to the Customer from the date on which the goods are ready for shipment onwards. Any 
storage costs incurred must be borne by the Customer.
The above Figures 1 – 4 likewise apply to part deliveries.4. 
In the case of delivery carriage paid, the means of conveyance must be unloaded immediately by the Customer. 5. 
Waiting times will always be at the Customer’s expense. In the case of delivery free on site, the agreed price shall 
always be regarded as free on truck on a passable roadway at ground level. Unloading including transportation to 
the place of use or storage is the responsibility of the Customer who in the event of default must bear the cost and 
risk of unloading and/or stacking and/or storage and/or return transport.
The recipient acting on behalf of the Customer at the place of unloading shall be regarded as authorised to accept 6. 
the load with binding effect.
In the case of deliveries including glass components, glass breakage claims will be recognised only if the Supplier is 7. 
liable to make compensation and the Customer or the party accepting the goods on behalf of the Customer 
immediately enters a glass defect claim on the delivery note. Defects which are the subject of a Customer 

goods or services.
5    Period of Delivery
1. 

ment) to the date of availability or completion. The 
timely execution of orders will among other conditions be subject to the Customer’s obligations arising from the 

obligation until such time as they are expressly agreed in writing to be binding. Delays in supply and performance 
as a result of force majeure or as a result of events which materially impede or prevent the Supplier from making 

the Supplier – will entitle the Supplier to postpone the supply or performance for the duration of the impediment 

part thereof.
The Customer may not set an additional time limit for the supp2. 
deadline has been exceeded by more than three weeks. This additional time limit must be reasonable and must 
amount to a minimum of three weeks. Should this additional period expire without result, the Customer may 
withdraw from the contract. Claims for compensation are excluded. This shall not however apply in the event of 
wilful intent or gross negligence, provided that the default arises from a material breach of obligation, nor in the 
event of negligent injury to life or limb or the impairment of a person‘s health including their death, nor to claims 

6    Reservation of Title
The goods supplied remain the property of the Supplier until all claims and entitlements, irrespective of the legal 1. 

serves as security for the balance due to the Supplier.
The Customer is entitled to resell goods supplied subject to the reservation of title by way of due and proper 2. 
business transactions until such time as this entitlement be countermanded and provided that the Customer is not 
in default of any payments due to us. This shall not affect our authority to ourselves collect the claims receivable. 
However it is not permissible to pledge such goods nor assign them as security either in whole or in part without 
the express written 
The Customer here and now assigns all claims arising from the resale of the reserved goods in full to the Supplier 3. 
until such time as all claims due to the Supplier have been paid. The Supplier accepts the assignment. Should the 
Customer include the claim accruing from the resale of reserved goods within an open account relationship with the 
purchaser, the Customer hereby assigns the open account claim in full to the Supplier. The Supplier hereby accepts 
this assignment likewise. When the account is balanced, the open account claim shall be replaced by the 

In the event that the reserved goods are installed in a building, the provisions contained in the preceding paragraph 
regarding the assignment of claims arising from the Customer’s contract with the purchaser shall apply 
correspondingly. At our request the Customer shall be obliged to notify the purchaser immediately of the 
assignment and to provide us with the requisite information and documents to integrate the purchaser.
The processing, transformation or installation of goods which are supplied subject to the reservation of title are 4. 
undertaken and safeguarded by the Customer free of charge on behalf of the Supplier. Should the reserved goods 
be combined or processed with other items which are not the property of the Supplier, the Supplier shall acquire 
joint ownership of the new product in the ratio of the value of the reserved goods to that of the combined / 
processed product at the time of combination / processing. Insofar as the Customer shall have any claim against 
insurers or other third parties as a result of damage, diminishment, loss or destruction of the reserved goods or for 
any other reason, these are likewise assigned to us in advance together with all subsidiary rights. Rights ensuing 

such time as we are released from all liabilities including contingent liabilities which we may have entered into in the 
interests of the Customer. Should the value of the securities exceed the secured claims on a sustained basis by 
more than 20%, at the request of the Customer we are obliged to release securities at our choice. We are entitled 
at any time to enter upon the business and works premises of the Customer to ascertain the existence of reserved 
goods.

5. 
water damage and theft.
The Customer is further obliged to inform the Supplier forthwith of all enforcement measures affecting items subject 6. 
to the reservation of title and to furnish the Supplier with copies of the attachment orders and records. Furthermore, 
the Customer must take all steps to avert the enforcement action.
In the event that the Customer is in breach of contract, and in particular in default of payment, we are entitled to 7. 
withdraw from the contract and take back the reserved goods. For the purpose of recovering the goods, the 
Customer grants us irrevocable permission to enter without hindrance upon the Customer‘s business and storage 
premises and remove the goods.

7    Defect claims
The Customer shall be entitled to claim for defects only if the Customer‘s duties to inspect and report pursuant to 1. 
 
Supplier in writing specifying nature and scope. In the event that complaints are not reported in due time and/or in 
due form, the goods shall be regarded as accepted.

The Supplier shall have the choice of making good either by eliminating the defect or by supplying a replacement.2. 
3. 

by the manufacturer do not constitute contractual statements as to the nature of the goods.
The Supplier shall be liable in accordance with the provisions of the law in respect of compensation claims asserted 4. 
by the Customer on grounds of wilful intent or gross negligence or of wilful intent or gross negligence on the part of 
a representative or vicarious agent of the Supplier. Insofar as no blame attaches to the Supplier for a wilful or 
grossly negligent breach of duty, liability for compensation shall be limited to the typically occurring loss or damage. 
This shall not however apply to any negligent injury to life or limb or impairment of a person‘s health including their 
death, nor to mandatory liability under the German Product Liability Act [Produkthaftungsgesetz].
The Customer’s guarantee that the Hörmann garage door will function reliably extends for a period of 10 years from 5. 
the date of purchase. Springs, wire ropes, rollers, hinges and reversing rollers for garage doors under normal 
conditions of use with max. 5 door operations (open / closed) per day are guaranteed for a period of 5 years from 
date of purchase. Replacement supplies are guaranteed for a period of 6 months, however for no less than the 
period of guarantee currently in force. The guarantee entitlement applies only for the country in which the Hörmann 

The guarantee covers claims relating to the goods which are the subject of the contract only. The fully completed 
guarantee card with proof of purchase inc. date constitutes proof of entitlement to the guarantee. For the duration 
of the guarantee, we will eliminate all defects in the Hörmann product which are demonstrably attributable to a 
material or manufacturing fault. Alternatively, we undertake at our choice to replace the defective goods free of 
charge with goods which are without defect. We do not accept removal, installation or shipping costs. Components 
which have been replaced shall become our property. Claims resulting from the following are excluded: Normal 
wear and tear, improper installation and failure to carry out care and maintenance, improper commissioning and 

environmental effects, mechanical damage due to improper transport and installation, primers and other surface 

use of non-original parts without the approval of the manufacturer or the removal or obliteration of the product 
number.
The period of limitation for defect claims on the part of the Customer which are not subject to the time limit 6. 

438, Para. 1, No. 2 of the German Civil Code [BGB] shall be one year from delivery of the goods, 
provided that the Customer‘s duty to report defects as per Figure 1 shall have been complied with in a due and 
proper manner. The period of limitation for compensation claims shall be one year, subject to the provisions of 
438, Para. 1, No. 2 and 479 of the German Civil Code [BGB].
The Supplier gives no guarantees in the legal sense to the Customer. This does not affect the manufacturer‘s 7. 
guarantees.
Any more extensive contractual or tortious liability claims by the Customer are excluded. We therefore in particular 8. 

loss suffered by the Customer.
The Customer is not entitled to assign claims for material defects.9. 
Normal wear and tear, for example to wear parts such as springs, does not constitute a material defect.10. 
Entry into negotiations over reported defects does not constitute a waiver on our part of the defence that the defect 11. 
was not reported in good time and/or in an adequate manner. Parties charged with the inspection of defects are 
not entitled to acknowledge defects in any manner contrary to our interests.

8    Limitations on Liability
In the event of other compensation claims, in the case of a breach of duty constituting minor negligence the 1. 
Supplier will be liable only for the typically occurring loss or damage dependent on the type of goods purchased. 
This likewise applies in the case of a breach of duty constituting minor negligence by the lawful representatives or 
vicarious agents of the Supplier. Liability on the part of the Supplier for minor negligence in breaching non-essential 
contractual duties is excluded.
Liability for negligent injury to life or limb or the impairment of a person‘s health including their death remains 2. 
unaffected, as does mandatory liability under the German Product Liability Act [Produkthaftungsgesetz].
In the event of the breach of a precontractual duty or of an impediment to performance which existed prior to entry 3. 
into contract (311, Para. 2, 311 a of the German Civil Code [BGB]), our duty to make compensation will be 
limited to the loss incurred by relying on our declaration.

9    Limitation in Time
1. 

goods, subject to 438, Para. 1, No. 2 – Products for constructional use 5 years - and 479 – Recourse claims 
– of the German Civil Code [BGB]). Accordingly, the right to withdraw and claim a reduction in the purchase price 
pursuant to the provisions of the law is excluded.

2. 
months; the period will however extend as a minimum until the expiry of the initial guarantee.
For claims arising from the German Product Liability Act [ProdHaftG], in cases of gross negligence, wilful or 3. 
fraudulent intent, also in the case of injury to life or limb or the impairment of a person‘s health including their death 
and where a guarantee has been given, the period of limitation prescribed by law shall apply.

10  Concluding Provisions
The law of the Federal Republic of Germany shall apply. The terms of the UN Convention on the International Sale 1. 
of Goods shall not be applicable.

2. 

The Supplier reserves the right at its choice to bring suit before the courts at the Customer‘s place of business. 3. 
Otherwise, the exclusive place of jurisdiction for both parties shall be Bielefeld.

e the principal place of business of the respective 4. 
supplying plant or delivery warehouse. For the payment obligations incumbent on the Customer, the place of 

In the case of written documents, the German version is binding.5. 
Insofar as individual terms of the contract including these Terms and Conditions of Supply should be or become 6. 
ineffective either in whole or in part, this shall not affect the validity of the remaining provisions. A provision which is 
wholly or partly ineffective shall be replaced with such provision as most closely approaches the economic effect of 
the ineffective term.

II. Installation Conditions
Should the Supplier in addition to supplying the goods purchased also or exclusively undertake installation and similar 
works, the following Installation Conditions will apply in conjunction with the Terms and Conditions of Supply:

1   Preconditions for Installation
Should parts of the delivery show evident signs of damage or should the delivery be incomplete, the Customer 1. 
must notify the Supplier no later than one working day following delivery of the purchased goods in order that 
remedial action may where possible be taken prior to the arrival of the installation team. Should the Customer 

e), additional installation costs occasioned as a result 
thereof will be billed separately.
The parts delivered must be stored dry and protected from the effects of weather and damage by third parties.2. 
To carry out the installation, one or more specialist installation staff will be made available by the Supplier according 3. 

no reciprocal cost.
Our services do not include: Unloading from freight cars or trucks, transportation of all components to the place of 4. 
installation, all glazing works not included in the extent of our supply, sealing between components and building 
structure, groundwork, masonry and concrete works including the grouting of anchor holes and casings, or the 

electrically operated gates, doors and windows do we undertake the electrical installation work.
Standard tools are provided by the Supplier.5. 

6. 
Any required anchor recesses must be prepared in accordance with the drawings prior to the commencement of 
installation works, so that the installation team can begin the installation immediately following their arrival on site. 
Waiting times resulting from delays in preparing the anchor recesses or other causes for which the Supplier is not 
responsible will be billed separately. The Customer is obliged to specify one or more reference lines (masks) per 

made available by the Customer for the installation team, in which to store tools and small parts. The Customer 
must also provide electric power for tools and if necessary also for lighting, as well as the requisite auxiliary 
materials to secure the installed elements until the anchors are set.
The Customer must ensure that installation can proceed on the agreed date, and in particular that all necessary 7. 

to the agreed date, the Customer must advise the Supplier in writing as to whether installation can proceed on the 
agreed date.
The Customer must inform the installation personnel of any safety regulations which may exist, with particular 8. 
reference to welding work, no smoking areas, safety clothing, etc.. Should the Customer negligently fail to comply 
with this obligation (including minor negligence) and should any loss or damage occur as a result, the Customer 
must indemnify the Supplier against liability for compensation.
Electric power must be made available by the Customer for tools and if necessary for lighting. Should a lockable 9. 
room be required by the installation team in which to keep tools and small parts, the Customer must be advised in 
advance and a suitable room must be made available by the Customer.
Should the structure to be erected be equipped with an electric drive system, the requisite electrical installation and 10. 
the connection and adjustment of the equipment must be carried out by the Customer.
After installation the following should be noted by the Customer: The installed gates, doors, casing and windows 11. 
must not be released for use until at the earliest 2 days after the anchor holes have been grouted in.

2    Works Carried Out at an Hourly Rate
on the basis of cost incurred, the works will be 1. 

charged at an hourly rate plus travelling costs, freight, provision of equipment, etc.. The installation guide prices 
listed by the Supplier will apply as from time to time amended.
Accounts must be settled and paid following receipt of invoice in accordance with 3 of the Terms and Conditions 2. 
of Supply.

3    Acceptance
Upon completion of the installation works, the Customer is entitled and obliged to accept the same by way of a 1. 
written installation report.
The works will be considered to have been accepted if the Customer fails to carry out acceptance within a 2. 
reasonable period designated by the Supplier, despite being obliged to do so.
From the time of acceptance onwards, insofar as the Customer does not at this time reserve corresponding rights, 3. 
there shall be no further claim against the Supplier pursuant to 634, No.. 1 - No. 3 of the German Civil Code 
[BGB] in respect of known defects.

4    Limitation in Time
Defect claims on the part of the Customer arising from the installation will be limited in time to one year from 1. 
acceptance. The limitation period as per 634 a, Para. 1, No. 2 of the German Civil Code [BGB] remains 
unaffected

Terms and Conditions of Supply and Installation (issue 01.06.2003)Hörmann International Sales Organisations

Prices in £. Copyright. No part of this price list may be reproduced without our permission. All details subject to change.

International sales partners

Hörmann international sales organizations

A Hörmann Austria 
Ges. mbH
A-5310 Mondsee
info@hoermann.at

B Hörmann Belgium  
NV/SA
B-3700 Tongeren
info@hormann.be

BG Hörmann Bulgaria 
EOOD

info.sof@hoermann.bg

BR Hörmann Brasil Portas 
Ltda
BR - Sao Paulo SP
CEP 04547-004
info.sao@hormann.com

CH Hörmann Schweiz AG
CH-4702 Oensingen
info@hoermann.ch

CN Hörmann Beijing  
Door Production Co. 
Ltd.
100176 Beijing,  
P.R. China
info@hoermann.cn

CZ Hörmann Česká 
republika s.r.o.
CZ-252 68
info@hormann.cz

DK Hörmann Danmark AS
DK-8920 Randers
info@hoermann.dk

E Hörmann España, S.A.
E-08228 Terrassa
info@hormann.es

EST Hörmann Eesti Oü
EST-76505 Saue
info.ee@hoermann.com

F Hörmann France SAS
F-95500 Gonesse
info@hormann.fr

GB Hörmann UK Ltd.
GB-Leicestershire
LE67 4JW
info@hormann.co.uk

GR Hörmann Hellas Ltd.
GR-19400 Koropi
info@hormann.gr

H Hörmann Hungária 
Kft.
H-2310  
Szigetszentmiklós
info@hormann.hu

HK Hörmann (Hong Kong) 
Ltd.
North Point,
Hong Kong
info@hoermann.com.hk

HR Hörmann Hrvatska 
d.o.o.
HR-10000 Zagreb
info@hormann.hr

I Hörmann Italia S.r.l.
I-38015 Lavis (Trento)
info@hormann.it

IND Hörmann India Pvt. 
Ltd.
Andheri (W)
IN-Mumbai 400 053
info@hormann.in

KZ Hörmann Kazakhstan
KZ-05000 4 Almaty
a.ljubimov@hormann.kz

LT Hörmann Lietuva UAB
LT-02244, Vilnius
info@hormann.lt

N Hörmann A/S Norge
N-4640 Søgne
info@hoermann.no

NL Hörmann Nederland 
BV
NL-3771 MB Barneveld
info@hormann.nl

PP Hörmann Portugal, 
Lda.
P-2710 - 297 Sintra
info@hormann.pt

PL Hörmann Polska  
sp.z.o.o.
PL-62-052 Komorniki
info@hormann.pl

RO Hörmann Romania 
S.R.L.
RO-77042 Chiajna, Ilfov
info@hormann.ro

RUS Hörmann Russia OOO
RUS-196626
Sankt Petersburg
info@hormann.com.ru

S Hörmann Svenska AB
S-70369 Örebro
info@hoermann.se

SK Hörmann Slovenska 
republica s.r.o.
SK-821 04 Bratislava
info.bts@hoermann.com

SRB Hörmann Serbia d.o.o.
SRB-11271  
Beograd-Surcin
b.simovic@hormann.rs

TR Hörmann Yapi 
Elemanlari Tic Ltd. Sti.
A34788 Tasdelen-
Ümraniye,
TR-Istanbul
info.ist@hoermann.com

UA Hörmann Ukraine TOV
UA-04176 Kiev
info@hoermann.com.ua

UAE Hörmann Middle East 
FZE
UAE-Dubai
info.dxb@hormann.com

USA Hörmann LLC
USA-60538 
Montgomery, Illinois
info@hormann.us

USA Hörmann Flexon LLC
USA-15056 Leetsdale, 
PA

AUS AZ BIH BRN BY CY DOM DZ ET FIN GE GR HR IL IND IRL IS KZ L LV M

MDOM PE RA RC RCH ROU SLO SYR THA TN UAE

Hörmann KG  
Verkaufsgesellschaft
Upheider Weg 94-98,
D-33803 Steinhagen
Telefon +49 5204 915-0,
Telefax +49 5204 915-277
Internet: www.hoermann.de
www.hoermann.com
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Product description
Steel ThermoPro

TPS
010 015 020 025 030 040 100 200 400 700 750 900

Door leaf structure
Smooth sheet “Modern” ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Ribbed sheet “Modern” ● ●

Panelled sheet “Classic” ● ● ●

Door leaf thickness 46 mm thick
Fully foamed
With thermal break
Exterior and interior overlapping the leaf

● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Size ranges (see also page 4)
Standard sizes (overall frame size) 1000 × 2100 mm and 1100 × 2100 mm
Special sizes (overall frame size) “Modern” type A “Classic” “Modern” type B

875 – 1250 mm
1875 – 2250 mm

width
height ● ● ●

875 – 1250 mm
1990 – 2250 mm

width
height ● ● ● ● ● ●

875 – 1100 mm
1990 – 2186 mm

width
height ● ● ●

Surface
Standard •	 Painted in Traffic white on both sides, based on RAL 9016

•	 Silk matt, gloss level 35 – 40 %
Colour •	 15 preferred colours

•	 Painted on both sides, based on the RAL colour chart
•	 Silk matt, gloss level 35 – 40 %

RAL 1015 Light ivory RAL 6005 Moss green RAL 8028 Terra brown
RAL 3000 Flame red RAL 7016 Anthracite grey RAL 9001 Cream
RAL 3003 Ruby red RAL 7035 Light grey RAL 9002 Grey white
RAL 5010 Gentian blue RAL 7040 Window grey RAL 9006 White aluminium
RAL 5014 Pigeon blue RAL 8003 Clay brown RAL 9007 Grey aluminium

Foil-coating,  
both sides

Golden Oak ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Dark Oak ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Night Oak ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Winchester Oak ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Titan Metallic * ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Titan Metallic CH 703 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Seals
4-sided, double EPDM seals, black,  
with continuous lip seal in the bottom sheet, 
additional EPDM form parts in both bottom 
corners for additional sealing,  
incl. brush seal in the frame

● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Lock
Multiple-point locking with main lock  
(with soft-lock latch) and 2 bolts,  
pivoting / hook bolt combination

● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Lock
Electric strike with day catch (separate) ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Security bolts
3x anti-leverage guards ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Version in RC 2
Attack side = opposite hinge side
RC 2 with aluminium frame, hook bolt lock ○ ○ ○

RC 2 with aluminium frame, hook bolt lock  
and safety glass A3 (P4A) ○ ○ ○

Thermal insulation value (in W/ (m²·K))
 ▶ Dependent on the size and frame type For a product description, see page 2 to 5

● Standard
○ Optional

 * The Titan Metallic decor film coating will be replaced by Titan Metallic CH 703 decor, 
available from Autumn 2014.

ThermoPro Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme

Product description
// NEW

Decograin surfaces 

Winchester Oak and 

Titan Metallic CH 703

Available from Autumn 2014
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Product description
Steel ThermoPro

TPS
010 015 020 025 030 040 100 200 400 700 750 900

Fittings
Hinges

 – 3 two-part guide rollers (180 mm),  
three-way adjustable with cover caps 
(aluminium / stainless steel look)

● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Door handle (exterior)
 – Exterior handle HB 14-2,  

brushed stainless steel ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ○ ○ ○

 – Exterior handle HB 38-2,  
brushed stainless steel ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ● ● ●

Door handle (interior)
 – Stainless steel lever handle ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Rose escutcheon (exterior and interior)
 – Oval stainless-steel profile cylinder  

rose escutcheons ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Profile cylinders
 – Cylinder length 27.5 × 35.5 mm with 5 keys ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Glazing frame
•	 Round-style plastic, clipped ● ● ● ●

•	 Profile-style plastic, clipped
 – With surface-mounted plastic rails

● ●

•	 Stainless steel, bonded ● ● ●

Glazing
•	 Double-pane insulated glazing, 26 mm thick, 

exterior laminated safety glass – interior 
Mastercarré single-pane safety glass

● ● ●

•	 Double-pane insulated glazing, 26 mm thick, 
exterior laminated safety glass – interior  
single-pane safety ornamental glass 504  
with fine structure

●

•	 Double-pane insulated glazing, 26 mm thick, 
exterior single-pane safety glass – interior 
single-pane safety cathedral glass  
with small hammered finish

●

•	 Double-pane insulated glazing, 26 mm thick, 
exterior laminated safety glass – interior  
single-pane safety cathedral glass  
with small hammered finish

●

•	 Triple-pane insulated glazing, 44 mm thick, 
exterior laminated safety glass / float 
sandblasted with clear stripes – interior  
single-pane safety glass

● ● ●

Frame
•	 Aluminium block frame with aluminium /  

plastic threshold, with thermal break,  
colour matching the door leaf

● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Side element / transom light
•	 For doors opening inwards ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

● Standard
○ Optional

 * The Titan Metallic decor film coating will be replaced by Titan Metallic CH 703 decor, 
available from Autumn 2014.

Note:
For doors with dark surfaces, the material expansion is particularly high. Therefore, please check the location of the door in the building  
in your consultation meeting. This will ensure trouble-free door operation.

ThermoPro Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme

Product description
// NEW

Decograin surfaces 

Winchester Oak and 

Titan Metallic CH 703

Available from Autumn 2014
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TPS entrance doors with aluminium frame (profile A1 shown in the drawing)

Standard sizes
Overall  

frame dimension
ordering size

Structural 
opening

Clear  
frame dimensions

1000 × 2100 1020 × 2110 872 × 2016
1100 × 2100 1120 × 2110 972 × 2016

Structural opening = RAM + 20

Overall frame dimension (RAM)

Clear frame dimensions
= RAM - 128
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Special sizes
TPS

styles
Overall frame dimension
Width Height

010 / 015 / 040 875 – 1250 1875 – 2250
020 / 025 / 030 875 – 1250 1990 – 2250
100 / 200 / 400 875 – 1100 1990 – 2186
700 / 750 / 900 875 – 1250 1990 – 2250

Wall connections for frames

64
36

45

60
,531

,5

25
60

,5
50

60
,5

Aluminium frame Aluminium frame 25 mm
Extension profile

(optional)

50 mm
Extension profile

(optional)
Profile A1 Anchor fitting Countersunk fitting

(drill holes on site)

Wall connections for frames

64

45

60
,531

,5

25

60
,5

50

60
,5

Aluminium frame Aluminium frame 25 mm
Extension profile

(optional)

50 mm
Extension profile

(optional)
Profile A2 Anchor fitting Countersunk fitting

(drill holes on site)

ThermoPro Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme

Technical presentation of door set
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TPS entrance doors with side element / transom light

Standard sizes – Side element
TPS

styles
Overall frame dimension

Width Height
010 / 015 / 020 / 025 / 030 / 

040 / 700 / 750 / 900 400 2100

100 / 200 / 400 450 2100

C
le

ar
 fr

am
e 

di
m

en
si

on
s

C
le

ar
 

vi
ew

S
tr

uc
tu

ra
l o

pe
ni

ng

O
ve

ra
ll 

fra
m

e 
di

m
en

si
on

Structural opening

Overall frame dimension

Clear frame dimensions
Clear
view

RAM transom light

R
A

M
 d

oo
r /

 s
id

e 
el

em
en

t

RAM door
RAM side
element

RAM side 
element

RA
M

tra
ns

om
 lig

ht

Special sizes – Side element
TPS

styles
Overall frame dimension

Width Height
010 / 015 / 040

See pages 12 and 13020 / 025 / 030 / 700 / 750 / 900
100 / 200 / 400

Size range – Transom light
TPS

styles
Overall frame dimension

Width Height
All styles See page 12

Clear view
Width Height

Side 
element RAM side element − 116 RAM side element − 138

Transom 
light

RAM transom 
light − 116

RAM transom 
light − 116

Clear view for styles with glazing

15
62

172

15
62

172

17
2

172

28
1

22
1

519

TPS 020 TPS 025 TPS 030 TPS 040 TPS 200

88
7

176

16
03

150

14
03

110

13
58

217

TPS 400 TPS 700 TPS 750 TPS 900

ThermoPro Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme

Technical presentation of door set with side element / transom light

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
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For a product description, see from page 2

•	 Steel door leaf overlapping the frame, with thermal break,  
exterior and interior in same colour

•	 Aluminium frame
•	 Multiple-point lock

Colour 15 preferred colours (see page 2)
Decor Golden Oak, Dark Oak, Night Oak, Winchester Oak  

and Titan Metallic ** / Titan Metallic CH 703
Profile A1 Profile A2

View Style description Size (RAM) RAL 9016 Colour Decor RAL 9016 Colour Decor
Style TPS 010
•	 Smooth sheet
•	 Handle HB 14-2

1000 × 2100
1100 × 2100

874 1052 1086 925 1103 1137

from 875 × 1875
up to 1250 × 2250

1158 1336 1370 1209 1387 1421

 ▶ UD-value for size 1230 × 2180 mm: approx. 1.1 W/ (m²·K)
Style TPS 015
•	 Ribbed sheet
•	 Handle HB 14-2

1000 × 2100
1100 × 2100

939 1117 1152 990 1168 1203

from 875 × 1875
up to 1250 × 2250

1224 1402 1437 1275 1453 1488

 ▶ UD-value for size 1230 × 2180 mm: approx. 1.1 W/ (m²·K)
Style TPS 020
•	 Smooth sheet
•	 2 panes of insulated glass, 

Mastercarré single-pane  
safety glass and clear laminated 
safety glass

•	 Plastic glazing frame
in door leaf colour  
(exception: decor surface finish*)

•	 Handle HB 14-2

1000 × 2100
1100 × 2100

1197 1587 1622 1248 1638 1673

from 875 × 1990
up to 1250 × 2250

1481 1871 1906 1532 1922 1957

 ▶ UD-value for size 1230 × 2180 mm: approx. 1.4 W/ (m²·K)

Style TPS 025
•	 Ribbed sheet
•	 2 panes of insulated glass, 

Mastercarré single-pane  
safety glass and clear laminated 
safety glass

•	 Plastic glazing frame  
in door leaf colour  
(exception: decor surface finish*)

•	 Handle HB 14-2

1000 × 2100
1100 × 2100

1261 1651 1686 1312 1702 1737

from 875 × 1990
up to 1250 × 2250

1546 1936 1971 1597 1987 2022

 ▶ UD-value for size 1230 × 2180 mm: approx. 1.4 W/ (m²·K)

Style TPS 030
•	 Smooth sheet
•	 2 panes of insulated glass, 

Mastercarré single-pane  
safety glass and clear laminated 
safety glass

•	 Plastic glazing frame  
in door leaf colour  
(exception: decor surface finish*)

•	 Handle HB 14-2

1000 × 2100
1100 × 2100

1264 1654 1689 1315 1705 1740

from 875 × 1990
up to 1250 × 2250

1549 1939 1974 1600 1990 2025

 ▶ UD-value for size 1230 × 2180 mm: approx. 1.2 W/ (m²·K)

Style TPS 040
•	 Smooth sheet
•	 2 panes of insulated glass, 

single-pane safety ornamental 
glass 504 with fine structure  
and clear laminated safety glass

•	 Plastic glazing frame  
in door leaf colour  
(exception: decor surface finish*)

•	 Handle HB 14-2

1000 × 2100
1100 × 2100

1173 1563 1598 1224 1614 1649

from 875 × 1875
up to 1250 × 2250

1458 1848 1883 1509 1899 1934

 ▶ UD-value for size 1230 × 2180 mm: approx. 1.2 W/ (m²·K)

 * For decor door surface finishes, the plastic glazing frames are coated in a colour matching the decor.
** The Titan Metallic decor film coating will be replaced by Titan Metallic CH 703 decor, available from Autumn 2014.

Accessories and optional extras See from page 8

Steel ThermoPro Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme // NEW

Decograin surfaces 

Winchester Oak and 

Titan Metallic CH 703

Available from Autumn 2014

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
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For a product description, see from page 2

•	 Steel door leaf overlapping the frame, with thermal break,  
exterior and interior in same colour

•	 Aluminium frame
•	 Multiple-point lock

Colour 15 preferred colours (see page 2)
Decor Golden Oak, Dark Oak, Night Oak, Winchester Oak  

and Titan Metallic ** / Titan Metallic CH 703
Profile A1 Profile A2

View Style description Size (RAM) RAL 9016 Colour Decor RAL 9016 Colour Decor
Style TPS 100
•	 Panelled sheet
•	 Handle HB 14-2

1000 × 2100
1100 × 2100

898 1076 – 949 1127 –

from 875 × 1990
up to 1100 × 2186

1183 1361 – 1234 1412 –

 ▶ UD-value for size 1230 × 2180 mm: approx. 1.1 W/ (m²·K)
Style TPS 200
•	 Panelled sheet
•	 2 panes of insulated glass, 

cathedral single-pane  
safety glass with small 
hammered finish and clear 
single-pane safety glass

•	 Plastic glazing frame with 
surface-mounted rails

•	 Handle HB 14-2

1000 × 2100
1100 × 2100

989 1379 – 1040 1431 –

from 875 × 1990
up to 1100 × 2186

1274 1664 – 1325 1716 –

 ▶ UD-value for size 1230 × 2180 mm: approx. 1.2 W/ (m²·K)

Style TPS 400
•	 Panelled sheet
•	 2 panes of insulated glass, 

cathedral single-pane  
safety glass with small 
hammered finish and clear 
laminated safety glass

•	 Plastic glazing frame with 
surface-mounted rails

•	 Handle HB 14-2

1000 × 2100
1100 × 2100

1058 1448 – 1109 1499 –

from 875 × 1990
up to 1100 × 2186

1342 1732 – 1393 1783 –

 ▶ UD-value for size 1230 × 2180 mm: approx. 1.4 W/ (m²·K)

Style TPS 700
•	 Smooth sheet
•	 3 panes of insulated glass,  

clear single-pane safety glass, 
sand-blasted float with clear 
horizontal stripes and clear 
laminated safety glass

•	 Stainless steel glazing frame
•	 Handle HB 38-2

1000 × 2100
1100 × 2100

1563 1741 1776 1614 1792 1827

from 875 × 1990
up to 1250 × 2250

1848 2026 2061 1899 2077 2112

 ▶ UD-value for size 1230 × 2180 mm: approx. 1.2 W/ (m²·K)

Style TPS 750
•	 Smooth sheet
•	 3 panes of insulated glass,  

clear single-pane safety glass, 
sand-blasted float with clear 
horizontal stripes and clear 
laminated safety glass

•	 Stainless steel glazing frame
•	 Handle HB 38-2

1000 × 2100
1100 × 2100

1563 1741 1776 1614 1792 1827

from 875 × 1990
up to 1250 × 2250

1848 2026 2061 1899 2077 2112

 ▶ UD-value for size 1230 × 2180 mm: approx. 1.2 W/ (m²·K)

Style TPS 900
•	 Smooth sheet
•	 3 panes of insulated glass,  

clear single-pane safety glass, 
sand-blasted float with clear 
horizontal stripes and clear 
laminated safety glass

•	 Stainless steel glazing frame
•	 Handle HB 38-2

1000 × 2100
1100 × 2100

1704 1882 1917 1755 1933 1968

from 875 × 1990
up to 1250 × 2250

1988 2166 2201 2039 2217 2252

 ▶ UD-value for size 1230 × 2180 mm: approx. 1.2 W/ (m²·K)

** The Titan Metallic decor film coating will be replaced by Titan Metallic CH 703 decor, available from Autumn 2014.

Accessories and optional extras See from page 8

Steel ThermoPro Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme // NEW

Decograin surfaces 

Winchester Oak and 

Titan Metallic CH 703

Available from Autumn 2014

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
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Exterior door handles (included in door price) £

Handle HB 14-2

+
21

0
+

33
0

•	 Brushed stainless steel
•	 Standard with styles TPS 010, 

TPS 015, TPS 020, TPS 025, 
TPS 030, TPS 040, TPS 100, 
TPS 200 and TPS 400

Surcharge for conversion
of handle HB 14-2 to handle HB 38-2 102

Handle HB 38-2

+
60

0
+

10
00

•	 Brushed stainless steel
•	 Standard with styles TPS 700, 

TPS 750 and TPS 900

Surcharge for conversion
of handle HB 38-2 to handle HB 14-2 102

Calculation example £

Conversion
TPS 020 with HB 14-2

to
HB 38-2

➔

Style TPS 020 in RAL 9016 with profile A1 (standard size) 1197
+ Conversion from handle HB 14-2 to handle HB 38-2 102
 = Total 1299

Conversion
TPS 700 with HB 38-2

to
Fitting ES1

➔

Style TPS 700 in RAL 9016 with profile A1 (standard size) 1563
+ Surcharge for ES1 aluminium knob / lever fitting 276
 = Total 1839

ES0 fittings Including profile cylinder with 5 keys Surcharges £

Knob / lever Stainless steel Each 102

Lever / lever Stainless steel Each 102

ES1 fittings Including profile cylinder with 5 keys Surcharges £
Note: ES1 fittings are only possible from a RAM of 900 mm for style TPS 400.

Knob / lever Stainless steel Each 276

Lever / lever Stainless steel Each 276

ThermoPro Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme

Accessories

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
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Advanced handle and letter plate options for styles TPS 100, TPS 200 and TPS 40 £
Gold or silver aluminium sleeved letter plate only TPS 100, TPS 200 and TPS 400 35
Gold or silver lever set tested to PAS 24 with drill resistant cylinder escutcheon only TPS 100, TPS 200 and TPS 400 40
Gold or silver outside knob inside lever only TPS 100, TPS 200 and TPS 400 36
Gold or silver outside knob inside lever tested to PAS 24 with drill resistant cylinder escutcheon only TPS 100, TPS 200 
and TPS 400

48

Profile cylinders £
Profile cylinder (27.5 + 35.5 mm)
For HB 14-2 and HB 38-2 push bars

with 8 keys Each 43
with 10 keys Each 52

Profile cylinder (31.5 + 40.5 mm)
For ES0 fittings

with 5 keys Each 29
with 8 keys Each 43
with 10 keys Each 52

Profile cylinder (31.5 × 40.5 mm),  
with drilling and pull-off protection
For ES1 fittings:

with 5 keys Each 65
with 8 keys Each 90
with 10 keys Each 113

Profile cylinder, keys to pass,
with drilling and pull-off protection  
with security card

Note:
No keys to pass for the profile cylinder 
from the fitting package.

with 5 keys Each 86
with 8 keys Each 111
with 10 keys Each 135

Rose escutcheon £

Exterior oval rose escutcheon
(screwed) Each 37

Profiles £
Bottom spacer profile Length up to 1250 mm Height 30 mm Each 19

Height 60 mm Each 37
Height 90 mm Each 56
Height 120 mm Each 74
Height 150 mm Each 92

Length up to 2250 mm Height 30 mm Each 33
Height 60 mm Each 66
Height 90 mm Each 99
Height 120 mm Each 131
Height 150 mm Each 164

Length up to 3250 mm Height 30 mm Each 47
Height 60 mm Each 94
Height 90 mm Each 141
Height 120 mm Each 188
Height 150 mm Each 235

25

60
,5

Extension profile 25 mm RAL 9016 Per m 41
Colour Per m 50
Golden Oak, Dark Oak, Night Oak, 
Winchester Oak, Titan Metallic * / 
Titan Metallic CH 703

Per m 53

50

60
,5

Extension profile 50 mm RAL 9016 Per m 46
Colour Per m 55
Golden Oak, Dark Oak, Night Oak, 
Winchester Oak, Titan Metallic * / 
Titan Metallic CH 703

Per m 58

ThermoPro Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme

Accessories

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
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Profiles £
Cover profile
Per package 2 × 2300 mm  
and 1 × 1300 mm
Dimensions (W × D): 50 × 5 mm
Profiles sufficient for a door  
without side elements

RAL 9016 Per box 94
Golden Oak, Dark Oak, Night Oak, 
Winchester Oak, Titan Metallic * / 
Titan Metallic CH 703

Per box 126

 * The Titan Metallic decor film coating will be replaced by Titan Metallic CH 703 decor, available from Autumn 2014.

Supplementary profile
Width 20 mm, mitred,  
incl. corner bracket and fitting screws

RAL 9016 Each 195
RAL 6005, RAL 7016 Each 246

Accessories £

Spyhole
Height approx. 1550 mm from FFL
(only for TPS 010 and TPS 100)

Each 45

(10x)

Fitting set
10 × screws and 10 × plugs Per set 20

Rain canopy
Anodised aluminium Each 20

Electric strike with day catch
(separate) Each 63

Door set opening outwards
(all approved characteristics will no longer apply!) Per door 60

Stainless steel cleaner and care product
(150 ml) Each 25

Pre-compressed sealing strip (56 mm wide)
for groove widths from 6 – 15 mm
5.90 m roll
(approved for RAL fitting)

Per roll 68

ThermoPro Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme

Accessories

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
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Entrance door in RC 2 version (for a product description, see page 14) £
Attack side = opposite hinge side

TPS 010 TPS 015 TPS 100

Package HB 14-2  
with security rose escutcheon Stainless steel Per door 217

ES1 fittings Knob / lever Stainless steel Per door 276

Lever / lever Stainless steel Per door 276

TPS 700 TPS 750 TPS 900

Package HB 38-2  
with security rose escutcheon Stainless steel Per door 327

ES1 fittings Knob / lever Stainless steel Per door 387

Lever / lever Stainless steel Per door 387

Example for calculating an entrance door in an RC 2 version £

Conversion
TPS 700 with HB 38-2

to
Package HB 38-2 with 

security rose escutcheon

➔

Style TPS 700 in RAL 9016 with profile A1 (standard size) 1563

+ Conversion for package HB 38-2  
with security rose escutcheon 327

 = Total 1890

ThermoPro Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme

Accessories

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
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Side element

Fixed side element assembly

Standard size Ordering sizes
RAM (mm)

Width × height
Glass RAL 9016 Colour Decor

21
00

400

400 × 2100

Mastercarré 602 699 732
Clear glass 602 699 732
Sandblasted float 602 699 732
Ornamental glass 504 602 699 732
Cathedral glass 602 699 732

Decors: Golden Oak, Dark Oak, Night Oak, Winchester Oak, Titan Metallic * / Titan Metallic CH 703

 * The Titan Metallic decor film coating will be replaced by Titan Metallic CH 703 decor, available from Autumn 2014.

Side element

Fixed side element assembly

Special sizes Ordering sizes
RAM up to (mm)
Width × height

Glass RAL 9016 Colour Decor

H
ei

gh
t

Width

From 300 × 1875
to 500 × 2250 Glass in accordance with 

the overview on page 13
707 811 838

to 1000 × 2250 * 986 1114 1117
 * Only possible without transom light 

Door set with side element does not have a statics function. Statics must be ensured by the building structure.

Decors: Golden Oak, Dark Oak, Night Oak, Winchester Oak, Titan Metallic * / Titan Metallic CH 703

 * The Titan Metallic decor film coating will be replaced by Titan Metallic CH 703 decor, available from Autumn 2014.

Side element

Fixed side element assembly for “Classic” styles

Special size Ordering sizes
RAM (mm)

Width × height
Panel / glass RAL 9016 Colour

21
00

450

From 450 × 1990
to 450 × 2186

Panel without glass  
in accordance with  
the overview on page 13

520 617

From 450 × 1990
to 450 × 2186

Panel with glass  
in accordance with  
the overview on page 13

575 672

Transom light

Fixed transom light assembly

Width

H
ei

gh
t

Ordering sizes
RAM (mm)

Width × height
Glass RAL 9016 Colour Decor

From 875 × 300
to 1250 × 500 Glass in accordance with 

the overview on page 13

566 664 697

to 1750 × 500 711 810 842
to 2250 × 500 852 950 982

Decors: Golden Oak, Dark Oak, Night Oak, Winchester Oak, Titan Metallic * / Titan Metallic CH 703

 * The Titan Metallic decor film coating will be replaced by Titan Metallic CH 703 decor, available from Autumn 2014.

ThermoPro Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme

Side elements and transom lights
// NEW

Decograin surfaces 

Winchester Oak and 

Titan Metallic CH 703

Available from Autumn 2014

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
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Infill / size range

Style Glass
Size range

Side element Transom light

“M
od

er
n”

 ty
pe

 A

1. Clear lamin. safety glass / 
Mastercarré single-pane safety glass

2. Clear lamin. safety glass / single-
pane safety ornamental glass 504

3. Clear laminated safety glass /  
sand-blasted laminated safety glass 
(without clear stripes)

4. Clear laminated safety glass /  
clear laminated safety glass

Width
300 – 1000 mm

Height
1875 – 2250 mm

Width
875 – 2250 mm

Height
300 – 500 mm

TPS 010 TPS 015

1. Clear lamin. safety glass / 
Mastercarré single-pane safety glass

2. Clear laminated safety glass /  
clear laminated safety glass

Width
300 – 1000 mm

Height
1990 – 2250 mm

Width
875 – 2250 mm

Height
300 – 500 mm

TPS 020 TPS 025 TPS 030

1. Clear lamin. safety glass / single-
pane safety ornamental glass 504

2. Clear laminated safety glass /  
clear laminated safety glass

Width
300 – 1000 mm

Height
1875 – 2250 mm

Width
875 – 2250 mm

Height
300 – 500 mm

TPS 040

“C
la

ss
ic

”

1. Element with 3 panels
2. Clear laminated safety glass /  

clear laminated safety glass
3. Clear lamin. safety glass /  

single-pane safety cathedral glass

Width
Panel: 450 mm

Glass: 300 – 1000 mm

Height
1990 – 2186 mm

Width
875 – 2000 mm

Height
300 – 500 mm

TPS 100 TPS 200

1. Element with 1 panel and glazing 
cut-out with  
clear laminated safety glass /  
single-pane safety cathedral glass

2. Clear laminated safety glass /  
clear laminated safety glass

3. Clear lamin. safety glass /  
single-pane safety cathedral glass

Width
Panel: 450 mm

Glass: 300 – 1000 mm

Height
1990 – 2186 mm

Width
875 – 2000 mm

Height
300 – 500 mm

TPS 400

 “
M

od
er

n”
 ty

pe
 B

1. Clear laminated safety glass /  
sand-blasted laminated safety glass 
(without clear stripes)

2. Clear laminated safety glass /  
clear laminated safety glass

Width
300 – 1000 mm

Height
1990 – 2250 mm

Width
875 – 2250 mm

Height
300 – 500 mm

TPS 700 TPS 750 TPS 900

ThermoPro Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme

Overview of panels / glass for side elements

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
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Product description
Steel ThermoPro Plus

TPS Plus
010 015 700 750 850 900

Door leaf structure
Smooth sheet ● ● ● ● ●

Ribbed sheet ●

Door leaf thickness 65 mm thick
Fully foamed
With thermal break
Exterior and interior overlapping the leaf

● ● ● ● ● ●

Size ranges (see also page 16)
Standard sizes (overall frame size) 1000 × 2100 mm and 1100 × 2100 mm
Special sizes  
(overall frame size)

875 – 1250 mm
1875 – 2250 mm

Width
Height ● ● ● ● ● ●

Surface
Standard •	 Painted in Traffic white on both sides, based on RAL 9016

•	 Silk matt, gloss level 35 – 40 %
Colour •	 15 preferred colours

•	 Painted on both sides, based on the RAL colour chart
•	 Silk matt, gloss level 35 – 40 %

RAL 1015 Light ivory RAL 6005 Moss green RAL 8028 Terra brown
RAL 3000 Flame red RAL 7016 Anthracite grey RAL 9001 Cream
RAL 3003 Ruby red RAL 7035 Light grey RAL 9002 Grey white
RAL 5010 Gentian blue RAL 7040 Window grey RAL 9006 White aluminium
RAL 5014 Pigeon blue RAL 8003 Clay brown RAL 9007 Grey aluminium

Foil-coating,  
both sides

Golden Oak ● ● ● ● ● ●

Dark Oak ● ● ● ● ● ●

Night Oak ● ● ● ● ● ●

Winchester Oak ● ● ● ● ● ●

Titan Metallic * ● ● ● ● ● ●

Titan Metallic CH 703 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Seals
•	 Door leaf: 4-sided, double seals
•	 Frame: 3-sided seals

● ● ● ● ● ●

Lock
•	 Multiple-point locking with main lock  

(with soft-lock latch) and 2 bolts,  
pivoting / hook bolt combination

•	 Main lock plate with adjustable latch slot
•	 Secondary lock plates with eccentric adjustment

● ● ● ● ● ●

Electric strike
Electric strike with day catch (separate) ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Security bolts
Security strip on the hinge side ● ● ● ● ● ●

Version in RC 2
Attack side = hinge side or opposite hinge side
RC 2 with aluminium frame,  
hook bolt lock and guide rollers ○ ○

RC 2 with aluminium frame, hook bolt lock,  
guide rollers and safety glass P4A ○ ○ ○ ○

RC 2 with side element (P4A safety glass) ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Thermal insulation value (in W/ (m²·K))
 ▶ Dependent on the size and frame type For a product description, see page 19

● Standard
○ Optional

 * The Titan Metallic decor film coating will be replaced by Titan Metallic CH 703 decor, 
available from Autumn 2014.

ThermoPro Plus Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme

Product description
// NEW

Decograin surfaces 

Winchester Oak and 

Titan Metallic CH 703

Available from Autumn 2014

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
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Product description
Steel ThermoPro Plus

TPS Plus
010 015 700 750 850 900

Fittings
Hinges
•	 3 two-part guide rollers (180 mm)
•	 Three-way adjustable
•	 With cover caps (stainless steel look)
•	 With securing pins

● ● ● ● ● ●

Door handle (exterior)
•	 Exterior handle HB 14-2, brushed stainless steel ● ● ○ ○ ○ ○

•	 Exterior handle HB 38-2, brushed stainless steel ○ ○ ● ● ● ●

Door handle (interior)
•	 Stainless steel lever handle ● ● ● ● ● ●

Rose escutcheon (exterior and interior)
•	 Oval stainless-steel profile cylinder  

rose escutcheons ● ● ● ● ● ●

Profile cylinders
•	 Cylinder length 40.5 × 40.5 mm
•	 With 5 keys
•	 With emergency and hazard function

● ● ● ● ● ●

Glazing frame
•	 Stainless steel, bonded ● ● ● ●

Glazing
•	 Triple-pane insulated glazing,  

exterior laminated safety glass / float sand-blasted 
with clear stripes – interior safety glass

● ● ● ●

Frames
•	 Aluminium block frame with thermal break  

(colour matching the door leaf)
•	 With aluminium / plastic threshold  

with thermal break (can be exchanged later)

● ● ● ● ● ●

Side element / transom light
•	 For doors opening inwards ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

•	 For doors opening outwards ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

● Standard
○ Optional

 * The Titan Metallic decor film coating will be replaced by Titan Metallic CH 703 decor, 
available from Autumn 2014.

Note:
For doors with dark surfaces, the material expansion is particularly high. Therefore, please check the location of the door in the building  
in your consultation meeting. This will ensure trouble-free door operation.

ThermoPro Plus Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme

Product description
// NEW

Decograin surfaces 

Winchester Oak and 

Titan Metallic CH 703

Available from Autumn 2014

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
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TPS Plus entrance doors with profile A3 aluminium frame

Standard sizes
Overall frame 

dimension
Ordering size

Clear frame 
dimensions

Structural 
opening

1000 × 2100 850 × 2005 1020 × 2110
1100 × 2100 950 × 2005 1120 × 2110

Overall frame dimension (RAM)

Structural opening

Clear frame dimensions 
= RAM - 150 mm
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R
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20

Special sizes
TPS Plus

Styles
Overall frame dimension
Width Height

010 / 015 / 700 / 750 / 
850 / 900 875 – 1250 1875 – 2250

Wall connections for frames

75
48

80

54

Aluminium frame Aluminium frame Aluminium frame
Profile A3 Anchor fitting Anchor fitting Anchor fitting

(drill holes on site)

75

80

54

Aluminium frame Aluminium frame Aluminium frame
Profile A4 Anchor fitting Anchor fitting Anchor fitting

(drill holes on site)

ThermoPro Plus Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme

Technical presentation of door set

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
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Wall connections for frames

25

80

75
48

80

54

25 75

80

54

25

Extension profile 
25 mm

Aluminium frame A3 profile Aluminium frame A4 profile

(optional)

Bottom edge

35

30

FFL FFL

Bottom spacer 
profile

With 1 bottom spacer profile With 2 bottom spacer profiles

(optional)

80

15

FFL

FFL

Base frame profile Base frame profile
under FFL

Base frame profile
from FFL

Base frame profile  
and bottom spacer profile

can be combined
(optional)

ThermoPro Plus Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme

Technical presentation of door set

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
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TPS entrance doors with side element / transom light

Standard sizes – Side element
TPS Plus

styles
Overall frame dimension

Width Height
010 / 015

400 2100
700 / 750 / 850 / 900

C
le

ar
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ie
w

 o
f t

ra
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gh
t
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ll 
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ll 
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A

M
)
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= 
R

A
M

 –
 9
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m

m

RAM transom light

R
A

M
 p

or
te

 / 
si

de
 e

le
m

en
t

RAM door
RAM side 
element

RAM side 
element

RA
M

tra
ns

om
 lig

ht

Overall frame dimension (RAM) for door
Overall frame dimension (RAM) 

for side element

Side element clear view

Clear frame dimensions 
= RAM – 150 mm

Special sizes – Side element
TPS Plus

styles
Overall frame dimension

Width Height
010 / 015

See pages 24 and 25
700 / 750 / 850 / 900

Size range – Transom light
TPS Plus

styles
Overall frame dimension

Width Height
All styles See page 24

Clear view
Width Height

Side 
element RAM side element − 134 RAM side element − 134

Transom 
light

RAM transom 
light − 134

RAM transom 
light − 134

Clear view for styles with glazing

16
03

150

14
03

110

16
03

131,5

13
58

217

TPS Plus 700 TPS Plus 750 TPS Plus 850 TPS Plus 900

ThermoPro Plus Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme

Technical presentation of door set with side element / transom light

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
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For a product description, see from page 14

•	 Steel door leaf overlapping the frame, with thermal break,  
exterior and interior in same colour

•	 Aluminium frame
•	 Multiple-point lock

Colour 15 preferred colours (see page 14)

Decor Golden Oak, Dark Oak, Night Oak, Winchester Oak  
and Titan Metallic * / Titan Metallic CH 703

Profile A3 Profile A4
View Style description Size (RAM) RAL 9016 Colour Decor RAL 9016 Colour Decor

Style TPS Plus 010
•	 Smooth sheet
•	 Handle HB 14-2

1000 × 2100
1100 × 2100

1211 1389 1423 1262 1440 1474

from 875 × 1875
up to 1250 × 2250

1495 1673 1707 1546 1724 1758

 ▶ UD-value for size 1230 × 2180 mm: approx. 0.82 W/ (m²·K)
Style TPS Plus 015
•	 Ribbed sheet
•	 Handle HB 14-2

1000 × 2100
1100 × 2100

1276 1454 1489 1327 1505 1540

from 875 × 1875
up to 1250 × 2250

1561 1739 1774 1612 1790 1825

 ▶ UD-value for size 1230 × 2180 mm: approx. 0.82 W/ (m²·K)
Style TPS Plus 700
•	 Smooth sheet
•	 3 panes of insulated glass,  

clear single-pane safety glass, 
sand-blasted float with clear 
horizontal stripes and clear 
laminated safety glass

•	 Stainless steel glazing frame
•	 Handle HB 38-2

1000 × 2100
1100 × 2100

1900 2078 2113 1952 2129 2164

from 875 × 1875
up to 1250 × 2250

2185 2363 2398 2237 2414 2449

 ▶ UD-value for size 1230 × 2180 mm: approx. 0.94 W/ (m²·K)

Style TPS Plus 750
•	 Smooth sheet
•	 3 panes of insulated glass,  

clear single-pane safety glass, 
sand-blasted float with clear 
horizontal stripes and clear 
laminated safety glass

•	 Stainless steel glazing frame
•	 Handle HB 38-2

1000 × 2100
1100 × 2100

1900 2078 2113 1952 2129 2164

from 875 × 1875
up to 1250 × 2250

2185 2363 2398 2237 2414 2449

 ▶ UD-value for size 1230 × 2180 mm: approx. 0.91 W/ (m²·K)

Style TPS Plus 850
•	 Smooth sheet
•	 3 panes of insulated glass,  

clear laminated safety glass, 
sand-blasted float with clear 
horizontal stripes and clear 
laminated safety glass

•	 Stainless steel glazing frame
•	 Handle HB 38-2

1000 × 2100
1100 × 2100

2207 2385 2419 2258 2436 2470

from 875 × 1875
up to 1250 × 2250

2492 2670 2704 2543 2721 2755

 ▶ UD-value for size 1230 × 2180 mm: approx. 0.92 W/ (m²·K)

Style TPS Plus 900
•	 Smooth sheet
•	 3 panes of insulated glass,  

clear single-pane safety glass, 
sand-blasted float with clear 
horizontal stripes and clear 
laminated safety glass

•	 Stainless steel glazing frame
•	 Handle HB 38-2

1000 × 2100
1100 × 2100

2041 2219 2254 2092 2270 2305

from 875 × 1875
up to 1250 × 2250

2325 2503 2538 2376 2554 2589

 ▶ UD-value for size 1230 × 2180 mm: approx. 0.92 W/ (m²·K)

 * The Titan Metallic decor film coating will be replaced by Titan Metallic CH 703 decor, available from Autumn 2014.

ThermoPro Plus Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme // NEW

Decograin surfaces 

Winchester Oak and 

Titan Metallic CH 703

Available from Autumn 2014

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
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Exterior door handles (included in door price) £

Handle HB 14-2

+
21

0
+

33
0

•	 Brushed stainless steel
•	 Standard with styles TPS Plus 010 

and TPS Plus 015

Surcharge for conversion
of handle HB 14-2 to handle HB 38-2 102

Handle HB 38-2

+
60

0
+

10
00

•	 Brushed stainless steel
•	 Standard with styles TPS Plus 700, 

TPS Plus 750, TPS Plus 850 and 
TPS Plus 900

Surcharge for conversion
of handle HB 38-2 to handle HB 14-2 102

Calculation example £

Conversion
TPS Plus 010 with HB 14-2

to
HB 38-2

➔

Style TPS Plus 010 in RAL 9016, profile A3 (standard size) 1211
+ Conversion from handle HB 14-2 to handle HB 38-2 102
 = Total 1313

Conversion
TPS Plus 700 with HB 38-2

to
fitting ES1

➔

Style TPS Plus 700 in RAL 9016, profile A3 (standard size) 1900
+ Surcharge for ES1 aluminium knob / lever fitting 276
 = Total 2176

ES0 fittings Including profile cylinder with 5 keys Surcharges £

Knob / lever Stainless steel Each 102

Lever / lever Stainless steel Each 102

ES1 fittings Including profile cylinder with 5 keys Surcharges £

Knob / lever Stainless steel Each 276

Lever / lever Stainless steel Each 276

ThermoPro Plus Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme

Accessories

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
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Profile cylinders £
Profile cylinder (40.5 + 40.5 mm)
For HB 14-2 and HB 38-2 push bars

with 8 keys Each 43
with 10 keys Each 52

Profile cylinder (45.5 + 45.5 mm)
For ES0 fittings

with 5 keys Each 29
with 8 keys Each 43
with 10 keys Each 52

Profile cylinder (40.5 × 45.5 mm),  
with drilling and pull-off protection
For ES1 fittings:

with 5 keys Each 65
with 8 keys Each 90
with 10 keys Each 113

Profile cylinder, keys to pass,
with drilling and pull-off protection  
with security card

Note:
No keys to pass for the profile cylinder 
from the fitting package.

with 5 keys Each 86
with 8 keys Each 111
with 10 keys Each 135

Rose escutcheon £

Exterior oval rose escutcheon
(screwed) Each 37

Profiles £
Bottom spacer profile Length up to 1250 mm Height 30 mm Each 19

Height 60 mm Each 37
Height 90 mm Each 56
Height 120 mm Each 74
Height 150 mm Each 92

Length up to 2250 mm Height 30 mm Each 33
Height 60 mm Each 66
Height 90 mm Each 99
Height 120 mm Each 131
Height 150 mm Each 164

Length up to 3250 mm Height 30 mm Each 47
Height 60 mm Each 94
Height 90 mm Each 141
Height 120 mm Each 188
Height 150 mm Each 235

Base frame profile Length up to 1250 mm Height 15 mm Each 19
Length up to 2250 mm Height 15 mm Each 33
Length up to 3250 mm Height 15 mm Each 47

Cover profile
Per package 2 × 2300 mm  
and 1 × 1300 mm
Dimensions (W × D): 50 × 5 mm
Profiles sufficient for a door  
without side elements

RAL 9016 Per box 94
Golden Oak, Dark Oak, Night Oak, 
Winchester Oak, Titan Metallic * / 
Titan Metallic CH 703

Per box 126

25

80

Extension profile 25 mm RAL 9016 Per m 46
Colour Per m 55
Golden Oak, Dark Oak, Night Oak, 
Winchester Oak, Titan Metallic * / 
Titan Metallic CH 703

Per m 58

Supplementary profile
Width 20 mm, mitred,  
incl. corner bracket and fitting screws

RAL 9016 Each 195
RAL 6005, RAL 7016 Each 246

 * The Titan Metallic decor film coating will be replaced by Titan Metallic CH 703 decor, available from Autumn 2014.

ThermoPro Plus Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme

Accessories

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
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Accessories £

Spyhole
Height approx. 1550 mm from FFL
(only for TPS Plus 010)

Each 45

(10x)

Fitting set
10x screws and 10x plugs Per set 20

Rain canopy
Anodised aluminium Each 20

Electric strike with day catch
(separate) Each 63

Door set opening outwards Per door 60

Stainless steel cleaner and care product
(150 ml)

Each 25

Pre-compressed sealing strip (74 mm wide)
for groove widths from 6 – 15 mm
5.90 m roll
(approved for RAL fitting)

Per roll 89

ThermoPro Plus Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme

Accessories

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
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Entrance door in RC 2 version (for a product description, see page 14) £
Attack side = opposite hinge side

TPS Plus
010

TPS Plus
015

Package HB 14-2  
with security rose escutcheon Stainless steel Per door 217

ES1 fittings Knob / lever Stainless steel Per door 276

Lever / lever Stainless steel Per door 276

TPS Plus 
700

TPS Plus 
750

TPS Plus 
850

TPS Plus 
900

Package HB 38-2  
with security rose escutcheon Stainless steel Per door 327

ES1 fittings Knob / lever Stainless steel Per door 387

Lever / lever Stainless steel Per door 387

Side 
element

Clear glass Per side element* 135

Sandblasted float Per side element* 135

 * Only possible in the size range with a width of 400 – 550 mm (overall frame dimension).

Transom 
light

Clear glass Per transom light 135

Sandblasted float Per transom light 135

Example for calculating an entrance door in an RC 2 version £

Conversion
TPS 700 with HB 38-2

to
package HB 38-2 with 

security rose escutcheon

➔

Style TPS Plus 700 in RAL 9016,  
profile A3 (standard size) 1900

+ Conversion for package HB 38-2  
with security rose escutcheon 327

 = Total 2227

ThermoPro Plus Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme

Accessories

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
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Side element

Fixed side element assembly

Standard size Ordering sizes
RAM (mm)

Width × height
Glass RAL 9016 Colour Decor

21
00

400

400 × 2100
Clear glass 765 862 894
Sandblasted float 765 862 894

Decors: Golden Oak, Dark Oak, Night Oak, Winchester Oak, Titan Metallic * / Titan Metallic CH 703

 * The Titan Metallic decor film coating will be replaced by Titan Metallic CH 703 decor, available from Autumn 
2014.

Side element

Fixed side element assembly

Special sizes Ordering sizes
RAM up to (mm)
Width × height

Glass RAL 9016 Colour Decor

H
ei

gh
t

Width

From 300 × 1875
to 500 × 2250 Glass in accordance with 

the overview on page 69
870 973 1001

to 1000 × 2250 * 1149 1276 1279
 * Only possible without transom light 

Door set with side element does not have a statics function. Statics must be ensured by the building structure.

Decors: Golden Oak, Dark Oak, Night Oak, Winchester Oak, Titan Metallic * / Titan Metallic CH 703

 * The Titan Metallic decor film coating will be replaced by Titan Metallic CH 703 decor, available from Autumn 
2014.

Transom light

Fixed transom light assembly

Width

H
ei

gh
t

Ordering sizes
RAM (mm)

Width × height
Glass RAL 9016 Colour Decor

From 875 × 300
to 1250 × 500 Glass in accordance with 

the overview on page 69

614 712 745

to 1750 × 500 740 838 871
to 2250 × 500 881 979 1011

Decors: Golden Oak, Dark Oak, Night Oak, Winchester Oak, Titan Metallic * / Titan Metallic CH 703

 * The Titan Metallic decor film coating will be replaced by Titan Metallic CH 703 decor, available from Autumn 
2014.

ThermoPro Plus Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme

Side elements and transom lights
// NEW

Decograin surfaces 

Winchester Oak and 

Titan Metallic CH 703

Available from Autumn 2014
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Infill / size range

Style Glass
Size range

Side element Transom light

1. Clear laminated safety glass / sandblasted float*/
clear laminated safety glass

2. Clear lamin. safety glass / float /  
clear lamin. safety glass

 * Without clear stripes

Width
300 – 1000 mm

Height
1875 – 2250 mm

Width
875 – 2250 mm

Height
300 – 500 mm

TPS Plus 010 TPS Plus 015

1. Clear laminated safety glass / sandblasted float* / 
clear laminated safety glass

2. Clear lamin. safety glass / float /  
clear lamin. safety glass

 * Without clear stripes

Width
300 – 1000 mm

Height
1875 – 2250 mm

Width
875 – 2250 mm

Height
300 – 500 mm

TPS Plus 700 TPS Plus 750

TPS Plus 850 TPS Plus 900

ThermoPro Plus Entrance Doors
Entrance door programme

Overview of glass for side elements

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
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Product description
Break-in-resistant, ready-to-fit door set,  
single-leaf, tested according to DIN EN 1627 
resistance class RC 2, for fitting to brickwork, 
concrete.
Attack side = opposite hinge side
Door leaf
46 mm thick, “Modern” smooth sheet steel, 
thick rebate, fully foamed, with thermal break, 
exterior and interior overlapping the leaf and 
matching colour.
4-sided, double EPDM seals, black,  
with continuous lip seal in the bottom sheet, 
additional EPDM form parts in both bottom 
corners for additional sealing, incl. brush seal  
in the frame

Frame
•	 Aluminium block frame with aluminium /

plastic threshold
•	 With thermal break
•	 Colour matching the door leaf
Surface
•	 Standard: Painted in Traffic white on both 

sides, based on RAL 9016, silk matt,  
gloss level 35 – 40 %

•	 Color: 15 preferred colours, painted on both 
sides, based on the RAL colour chart,  
silk matt, gloss level 35 – 40 %

Fittings
•	 Multiple-point locking with main lock 

(with soft-lock latch) and 2 bolts, 
pivoting / hook bolt combination

•	 Stainless steel long escutcheon lever /  
knob handle set ES 1

•	 3x anti-leverage guards
•	 5 keys
•	 Security certificate
Hinges
•	 3 two-part guide rollers (180 mm),  

3-way adjustable

Standard sizes State handing

Ordering sizes
(overall frame 
dimension)

With aluminium block frame (profile A2)

875 × 2000 1077
875 × 2125 1077
1000 × 2000 1102
1000 × 2100 1102
1000 × 2125 1102
1100 × 2100 1102

Special sizes State handing
Ordering sizes

(overall frame 
dimension)

With aluminium block frame (profile A2)

From 875 × 1875
Up to 1250 × 2250 1362

Preferred colour (Color) Surcharge £
Door leaf and frame in preferred colour (Color) 164
•	 RAL 1015 Light ivory •	 RAL 6005 Moss green •	 RAL 8028 Terra brown
•	 RAL 3000 Flame red •	 RAL 7016 Anthracite grey •	 RAL 9001 Cream
•	 RAL 3003 Ruby red •	 RAL 7035 Light grey •	 RAL 9002 Grey white
•	 RAL 5010 Gentian blue •	 RAL 7040 Window grey •	 RAL 9006 White aluminium
•	 RAL 5014 Pigeon blue •	 RAL 8003 Clay brown •	 RAL 9007 Grey aluminium

Decor Surcharge £
Door leaf and frame in decor 195

•	 Golden Oak •	 Winchester Oak 1)

•	 Dark Oak •	 Titan Metallic CH 703 2)

•	 Night Oak

1) From Autumn 2014
2) Until Autumn 2014 Titan Metallic surface finish, from Autumn 2014 Titan Metallic CH 703 

surface finish

Accessories
Spyhole, fitted at approx. 1550 mm from FFL Each 42
Slide rail overhead door closer HDC 35 (including preparation) Each 204
Lever handle / lever handle, ES 1 stainless steel No surcharge
Electric strike with day catch (separate) 58
Bottom spacer profile Height 30 mm Each 17

Height 60 mm Each 34
Height 90 mm Each 51

Height 120 mm Each 68
Height 150 mm Each 85

Pre-compressed sealing strip (56 mm wide)  
for groove widths from 6 – 15 mm, 5.90 m roll Per roll 62

Steel Security Doors RC 2
KSi Thermo with thick rebate,  sheet thickness 0.6 – 0.8 mm 

Standard / special sizes

RC 2 46

With thermal breaks!
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Product description
•	 Steel door leaf overlapping the frame, with thermal break, exterior and interior in same colour
•	 Aluminium frame for fitting to brickwork and concrete
•	 Mortice lock (single locking) prepared for profile cylinder and 3 keys,  

without emergency and hazard function
 ▶ Ordering size = overall frame dimension (nominal size)

Colour
RAL 1015 Light ivory RAL 6005 Moss green RAL 8028 Terra brown
RAL 3000 Flame red RAL 7016 Anthracite grey RAL 9001 Cream
RAL 3003 Ruby red RAL 7035 Light grey RAL 9002 Grey white
RAL 5010 Gentian blue RAL 7040 Window grey RAL 9006 White aluminium
RAL 5014 Pigeon blue RAL 8003 Clay brown RAL 9007 Grey aluminium

Decor
Golden Oak, Dark Oak, Night Oak, Winchester Oak 1) and Titan Metallic CH 703 2)

A2 profile

View Style description Size (RAM) RAL 9016 Colour Decor
Style TPS 011 875 × 2000

875 × 2125
656 819 850•	 3 two-part guide rollers (180 mm),  

three-way adjustable with cover caps 
(aluminium / stainless steel look)

 ▶ Handing as specified!

1000 × 2000
• 1000 × 2100

1000 × 2125
• 1100 × 2100

680 843 875

from 875 × 1875
Up to 1250 × 2250

948 1111 1143

 ▶ UD value for size 1230 × 2180 mm: 1.1 W / (m²∙K)
Style TPS 021 875 × 2000

875 × 2125
960 1318 1350•	 3 two-part guide rollers (180 mm),  

three-way adjustable with cover caps 
(aluminium / stainless steel look)

•	 Double-pane insulated glazing, 26 mm thick, 
exterior laminated safety glass – interior 
Mastercarré single-pane safety glass

•	 Plastic glazing frame in door frame colour 3)

•	 Lever handle set (lever / lever) made of plastic, 
black, rose escutcheon

 ▶ Handing as specified!

1000 × 2000
1000 × 2100
1000 × 2125
1100 × 2100

984 1341 1373

from 875 × 1990
Up to 1250 × 2250

1253 1611 1643

 ▶ UD value for size 1230 × 2180 mm: 1.4 W / (m²∙K)
Style TPS 051 875 × 2000

875 × 2125
960 1318 1350•	 3 two-part guide rollers (180 mm),  

three-way adjustable with cover caps 
(aluminium / stainless steel look)

•	 Double-pane insulated glazing, 24 mm thick, 
exterior laminated safety glass – interior 
Mastercarré single-pane safety glass

•	 Plastic glazing frame in door frame colour 3)

•	 Lever handle set (lever / lever) made  
of plastic, black, rose escutcheon

 ▶ Handing as specified!

1000 × 2000
1000 × 2100
1000 × 2125
1100 × 2100

984 1341 1373

from 875 × 1990
Up to 1250 × 2250

1253 1611 1643

 ▶ UD value for size 1230 × 2180 mm: 1.5 W / (m²∙K)
Style TPS 081 875 × 2000

875 × 2125
656 – –•	 2 two-part guide rollers (180 mm),  

three-way adjustable with cover caps 
(aluminium / stainless steel look)

•	 Lever handle set (lever / lever) made  
of plastic, black, short escutcheon

1000 × 2000
1000 × 2100
1000 × 2125
1100 × 2100

680 – –

 ▶ Dual handed! UD value for size 1230 × 2180 mm: 1.1 W / (m²∙K)
 ▶ No further accessories / decors / colours are possible in dual handed doors!

Sizes	marked	with	a	dot	(•)	indicate	doors	in	RAL 9016	that	are	available from stock.

1) From Autumn 2014
2) Until Autumn 2014 Titan Metallic surface finish, from Autumn 2014 Titan Metallic CH 703 surface finish
3) For decor door surface finishes, the plastic glazing frames are coated in a colour matching the decor

Steel Multi-Purpose Doors
MZ Thermo with thick rebate, sheet thickness 0.6 – 0.8 mm 

Standard / special sizes

0800 525 442 www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
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Door closer
Prepared for overhead door closer (reinforcement in door leaf) 40
Slide rail overhead door closer HDC 35 164
Fittings Surcharge £

Lever handle set, rose escutcheon, prepared for profile cylinder
Black plastic (standard) 60
Anodised aluminium (F1) * 157
Brushed stainless steel * 213

Lever / knob handle set, rose escutcheon, prepared for profile cylinder
Black plastic * 104
Anodised aluminium (F1) * 170
Brushed stainless steel * 226

Anti-panic fittings acc. to DIN EN 179 (opening outwards) Surcharge £
Single-point locking (panic lock with stainless steel cover, distance 92 mm,  
left-hand hinged or right-hand hinged)

With anti-panic function E 149
With split spindle, passage function D 179

Multiple-point locking (panic lock with stainless steel cover, distance 92 mm,  
left-hand hinged or right-hand hinged)

With anti-panic function E On request
With split spindle, passage function D On request

Lever / knob handle set, rose escutcheon, prepared for profile cylinder
Black plastic * 104
Anodised aluminium (F1) * 170
Brushed stainless steel * 226

Panic handle set with split spindle, rose escutcheon, prepared for profile cylinder
Black plastic * 104
Anodised aluminium (F1) * 170
Brushed stainless steel * 226

Profiles Surcharge per m £

Extension profile 25 mm
RAL 9016 38
Colour 45
Decor 48

Extension profile 50 mm
RAL 9016 43
Colour 50
Decor 53

Cover profile (package is sufficient for one door set)
RAL 9016 Per box 87
Decor Per box 116

Accessories
Retractable bottom seal (frame without threshold) 257
Spyhole 42
Electric strike with day catch (separate) 58
Door drip RAL 9016 25
Rain canopy Anodised aluminium 18
Pre-compressed sealing strip (width 56 mm) for groove widths between 6 – 15 mm, 5.9 m roll Per roll 62
Offset lever height from 775 mm to 1275 mm from FFL 83
Bottom spacer profile Height 30 mm Each 17

Height 60 mm Each 34
Height 90 mm Each 51
Height 120 mm Each 68
Height 150 mm Each 85

 * Replaces standard fittings

Version as a security door with thermal break in resistance class RC 2 Please see your Hörmann specialist dealer

Steel Multi-Purpose Doors

Accessories
With thermal breaks MZ 46
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